Daily Accounting
Posting Payments and New Contracts
Posting a payment:
When you select the Daily Accounting button from the Main Menu the “Locate a
Patient” list will always appear. Select the patient record you wish to work with. The
“Transactions” screen with the selected patient’s information will appear and you are
ready to post this payment.
The cursor is flashing in the code box where you need to type in one of the payment
codes:
PAY = Patient payment (Cash, Check, Credit card or Bank transfer)
reducing the current balance.
PI
= Patient payment for initial down reducing the current balance.
IP
= Insurance payment reducing the current balance.
IPC = Insurance payment posted to the contract balance (posted to the
end of the contract, reducing the contract balance NOT the current
balance.)

You may select a code from the “Code” drop down menu or type in the code. Then you
must hit the enter key to take you into the detail screen.

Next select the method of payment: 1. Check – personal ck or money order
2. Cash – cash payment
3. Transfer(Bank card transfer) - These entries
appear on a separate deposit slip.
4. Credit card payments will be listed on a
separate credit card deposit slip.
Once you have selected the method of payment the amount field will allow for you to
type in the amount of payment. We suggest you highlight the amount field by holding
down your left mouse button and dragging across the amount box before you enter in the
dollar amount. If you wish to enter Bank number this will appear on the deposit slip and
can be alpha or numeric –up to 8 digits, or you can skip this field. The check number box
will only accept numeric numbers up to 5 digits.

Both the bank and check numbers will appear on the patient’s financial history. You must
now click on the Post button to save and post this transaction.
“Receipt” – Click on the box next to “Receipt” if you want to print a receipt(s) for this
transaction. Indicate how many receipts you want to print in the text field below
“Receipt”. The “Party Making Payment” window will appear asking you to “Enter
name payment being made by”. The responsible party’s name will automatically appear
in the text field. If this information is incorrect type the correct information into the field,
then hit the enter key. The “Date of Receipt” window will appear with today’s date. The
“Please Confirm” window will appear asking, “Where should we send this report?”
Select the Print button to print the receipt.

To Post an INSURANCE PAYMENT and Close the claim:
When an “IP” or “IPC” insurance payment transaction code is posted to a patient’s
account the program will look for any open insurance claims to clear.

You will be presented with a Close Claim window. Select the claim to close by double
clicking on it. This will place the payment information in the Date paid and Amt paid
boxes. You will need to type in a “C” in the Status box to close this claim and click on
the SAVE button.
Should this be just a partial payment and you do not have to close the claim. Indicate only
the Date paid and the Amt paid and click on the SAVE button. You will be able to send
an explanation of benefits letter with all of the above information from Claims and
Reports under INSURANCE from the Menu Bar.

Posting a one-time charge:
Select the appropriate transaction code from the drop down menu or type in the code.
Remember that charge codes start with the letter “F” to represent a fee charge. Some
examples of charge codes already setup in the system are as follows:
FBB
FDS
FFA
FRET
FOV
FRF
FSM

= Fee broken brackets
= Diagnostic Records
= Fee Failed appt
= Fee Retainer
= Fee Office visit
= Records fee
= Fee study models

After you have entered the code and hit the enter key you will be in the detail screen and
once again we suggest you highlight the amount field by holding down your left mouse
button and dragging across the amount box before you enter in the dollar amount. You
may enter in a note up to 11 characters to appear in the patient’s history. You must now
click on the Post button to save and post this transaction.

Posting a New Contract with NO Insurance:
Select the appropriate transaction code from the drop down menu or type in the code. The
most common contract codes are as follows:
NC
NC1
NC2
NCL
NCV

= New contract Full Tx
= Phase 1 contract
= Phase 2 contract
= New contract Limited Tx
= New contract Invisalign

Once you have entered in the contract code and hit the enter key you will be in the
contract screen

Under “Amounts and Dates” enter the total contract dollar amount. The date appears
defaulted with today’s date. Usually you will leave the date alone since this is the date the
contract was entered, however you could change the date to a future date (this will put the
entire contract in the holding file). Under “Initial Payments” you can enter up to three
initial payment dollar amounts and the dates they will become due. This is the patient’s
initial down payment. Under “Installment Payment Amount” enter the dollar amount
of the installment payments and the date the first installment amount will become due.
The program will automatically calculate the number of payments based on the
information you have entered. Or you may uncheck the box next to payment amount and
check the box next to number of payments. In this case, input the number of payments
and the computer will automatically calculate the monthly payment for you.

Enter the number of estimated months of treatment; this will calculate the end date for
treatment.
For the payment interval you can specify Monthly, Bi-Monthly, Quarterly, Semi-Annual,
or Annual. The program will then automatically post the installment payment amount on
the date that you specified according to the payment interval chosen.
You can then choose any of the following options that apply to the patient’s account.
Place the mouse cursor over the box next to the desired selection, click the left mouse
button once and a check mark will appear in the box.
 Open Ended Contract - Select this option if there will be no contract dollar amount
only an installment payment dollar amount.
 Payment Coupons - Select this option if you want a coupon book for this account to
be placed in the coupon print queue.

On the right half of the contract screen is a window that will display the information you
have just entered for this contract. At this point you have the following options:
 “Pay Schedule” Button– Select the Pay Sched (Pay Schedule) button and you can
print or view a payment schedule for this patient. The “Print Contract Payment
Schedule” box will appear. There is a text field in this box where you can type a
paragraph to be printed on the Contract Payment Schedule. Modify the paragraph as
needed and select the OK button and then select the Print button.
 “Contract” Button– Select the Contract button if you want to print a Contract
Agreement Letter. If you have only one contract letter on file (the letter name must
begin with “Contrac”) the program will automatically use that letter. If you have
multiple contract letters on file the IMS System Message will appear “Multiple
Contract Documents Found, Please Select”. Select the OK button and the “Open”
window will appear. Select the desired contract letter by clicking on the letter name to
highlight it then click on the Select button. In either case, an IMS System Message
will appear prompting you to either edit or print the letter. Select the Print button to
print the document.
 “Reset” Button – Select the “Reset” button and it will reset all dollar amounts back
to zero.
 “Post” Button –
patient’s account.

Select the “Post” button and it will post the New Contract to the

Posting a New Contract WITH Insurance:
Prior to entering Daily Accounting to post a contract with insurance, we strongly
recommend that you create this patients reference accounts if you have not already done
so. This may be done by selecting the “New Patient” button from the main menu screen.
See Section 2 “New Reference Account”.
After creating the reference accounts you are now ready to enter in the New Contract.
Follow all of the steps above and then when you get to the Insurance Portion of
Contract - Enter in the expected Insurance amount in the Insurance portion of contract
box.
When you select the “Post” button, if you have entered any $$$$ amount into the
Insurance portion of contact box, a window will appear to prompt you to select the
insurance reference account that this insurance amount is to be posted to. (If you do
not have an insurance reference account already established you can select the NEW
button and proceed to set up one.) Once you have selected the reference account the
following window will pop up to fill in the contract information for the insurance
portion:

Select the “Post” button and it will post the patients portion of the New Contract to the
patient’s main account and post the insurance portion of the contract to the reference
account.

ADJUSTMENTS:

Whenever there is a need to debit or credit a patient account goes through Daily
Accounting and enters the appropriate adjustment code. The adjustments should be
thought of in the following separate ways:
1. Credit adjustment to the Current Balance (use code “CA” credit adjustment)
2. Debit adjustment to the Current Balance (use code “DA” debit adjustment)
3. Credit adjustment to the Contract Balance (use code “CAC” credit Adj. contract)
4. Debit adjustment to the Contract Balance (use code “DAC” debit Adj. contract)
Debit adjustments ADD to the balance and Credit adjustments SUBTRACT from the
balance. The balance affected (Current or Contract) depends on the transaction code
chosen. Examples of adjustment codes are as follows:

ADJUSTMENTS TO THE CONTRACT BALANCE:

CREDIT ADJUSTMENTS CAC = Credit adjustment contract. This would be used to make any kind of
credit adjustments to the contract balance. This would reduce the contract balance.
DEBIT ADJUSTMENTSDAC = Debit adjustment contract. This would be used to make any kind of
debit adjustment to the contract balance. This would increase the contract balance.

ADJUSTMENTS TO THE CURRENT BALANCE:
CREDIT ADJUSTMENTS –CURRENT BALANCE
CA = Credit adjustment. This will be used for any credit adjustments to the
current balance. Since this is a generic adjustment code you can use the note field to
indicate an explanation as to why you are making this adjustment.
CBA = Credit write-off bad account. This code would be used to write off any
amount in the current balance as uncollectable. This will reduce the current balance.
CCD = Credit Courtesy Discount. This code would be used to write off a portion
of the contract for something such as a sibling discount or a professional discount.
CDC =Credit Duplicate Charge. This code is used when a charge has been
posted twice to an account in the current balance only.
CLC = Credit Late charge. This code will be used when you wish to credit an
account for a late charge.
CRP = Credit Re-post payment. This code will be used when a patient’s check
was posted to the wrong account. It will be entered on the account that never received the
payment and you must now give them credit for the payment. This will reduce the current
balance.

DEBIT ADJUSTMENTS –CURRENT BALANCE
DA = Debit adjustment. This would be used for any debit adjustment to the
current balance. Since this is a generic adjustment code you can use the note field to
indicate an explanation as to why you are making this adjustment.
DBC = Debit bounced check adjustment. This is used if a patient’s check
bounces IN THE SAME MONTH in which the payment was posted; you would debit the
account with this code. If the check bounces in the next month, you must use the DA
code with an explanation.
DRP = Debit refund to patient. This would be used when you are refunding a
credit balance to a patient.
DWA =Debit check posted to wrong account. This is used when a check was
posted in error to an account. You would enter this adjustment code on the account that
received the original payment in error.

Edit or Delete a Transaction:
A transaction can be deleted or changed ONLY in the current month. To delete a
transaction, you must be in Daily Accounting on the patient that has the posted
transaction. Click on the Edit Transaction tab and you will be presented with this month
current transactions in date order showing the last transaction entered.

You may scroll up and down this screen to locate the desired transaction, or click on the
box in the upper right corner labeled Order by Last Name and you will be presented
with this patient’s transactions at the top of the screen. Select the transaction by left
mouse clicking once to highlight it and click on the DEL TRANS button. You will be
presented with a message that reads “Delete Selected Transaction”, Yes or No?
Click on Yes to delete this transaction. To edit a transaction follow the same instructions
as to delete a transaction except once you have selected the desired transaction click on
the CHG TRANS button and make the desired changes in the boxes on the lower left
portion of the screen. Be sure to click on the SAVE button to save the desired changes.
ALL DELETED OR CHANGED TRANSACTIONS WILL BE RECORDED AND
PRINTED ON A SPECIAL MONTH-END REPORT.

Special Notes on the Daily Accounting Screen:
Right-Click on the
double check box to get
this menu. Then choose
the Patient Notepad

Patient Note Pad:
Anywhere across the tabs on the top of the Daily Accounting screen if you right mouse
click once a drop down menu will appear. From this drop down menu you have a feature
called the Patient Note Pad. This is a unique feature that allows for you to record notes
on a patient’s file for future reference. Click on this selection and you will be presented
with the patient note pad window.

You can loop into the Patient Information Screen by selecting the Patient Info button
on the right side of the screen.

Print a Walk out Statement by selecting this button.

Print a Duplicate Receipt for a previously posted payment .

You can View or Print a patient’s Financial History This will bring up a
financial history showing all charges, payments and misc. entries on this account. The
Complete History is the default screen that you are presented with. A complete history
shows all transactions. You may chose to print a ledger for this patient by selecting the
tab for Walk out Ledger. The Walk out Ledger does not show NOT or MIC
transactions. We strongly suggest that you print a Walk out Ledger any time you must
give a patient a copy of their financial history. By selecting the History by Year tab you
can also print out a history for a certain year. The Current tab will show the transactions
for this current month only and the On Hold tab will show all transactions in the holding
file.

Note: When you are viewing a patient history the bottom descending balance on the right
column should match the Balance window on the top of the history in the upper left
corner. If this does not match call IMS and inform the support staff that you have a
history out of balance.

Letters
Creating a new letter:
To create a new letter click on the Letters button on the main menu. This will take you
into the Letter Editor screen.

Once in the Letter Editor screen you must click on the ADD button. To proceed you must
enter a Letter Name (up to 8 characters), Description and Send To type. If you want this
letter to be saved to the Treatment Chart instead of the Financial History, the Treatment
Letter box must be checked.
The following is a list of the Send To types and their descriptions.
1-Patient – Letter sent to the patient
2-Responsible Party – Letter sent to the responsible party
3-Dentist –Letter sent to the patient’s dentist. Please note
that the dentist MUST be in your dentist file.
4-Patient Referral – Letter sent to a patient who referred another patient
5-No One in Particular – a form or flyer
Click on the SAVE button and it will turn into an EDIT button. Select the EDIT button.
Then click on the EDIT WORD DOCUMENT button. This will take you into Microsoft

Word and you can begin to type your letter. *Do not change existing merge fields at the
beginning of the letter*
Once in Word, notice the IMS Toolbar Located at the top of the screen.

To add a merge field in the document position the flashing cursor in the area of the text
where it is to be inserted. Select the
button from the IMS Toolbar. The “IMS Merge
Fields” box will appear. To view the merge fields click on the arrow to the right of the
“IMS Merge Fields” text box. This will display a drop down menu that lists all of the
available merge fields. To select a merge field click the left mouse button on the
highlighted merge field and it will be displayed in the “IMS Merge Field” text box. To
insert the selected merge field into the document hit the “Enter” key on the keyboard.
When the letter is completed you need to save the document and exit Word. DO NOT
GO TO File-Save. To SAVE the letter click on the “X” in the upper right corner of the
screen. This will bring up the window that asks you if you would like to save the
document, select “Yes” and the document will be saved and will exit Word and return to
the IMS program. If you select “No” your changes will not be saved.

Editing an existing letter template:
Click on the FIND button from the Letter Editor screen to bring up a list of the existing
letters. Select the letter by double-clicking on it. Now you are at the Letter Editor Screen.
Click on the EDIT button and then click on the EDIT WORD DOCUMENT button.
This will take you into Microsoft Word and you can begin to edit your letter.
When you have made all your changes DO NOT GO TO File-Save. To SAVE the letter
click on the “X” in the upper right corner of the screen. This will bring up the window
that asks you if you would like to save the document, select “Yes” and the document will
be saved and will exit Word and return to the IMS program. If you select “No” your
changes will not be saved.

Printing a letter to a Patient:
From the Main Menu select the Patient Information button and the “Locate a Patient”
list will appear. Select the patient whose information you want to use to print a letter.
Select the Letters button. This will take you to the Locate a Letter screen. Find the letter
you would like to be sent to this patient and double click on it. The “Letter Editor”
screen will appear.

To Print or Preview the document, select the
window below will appear.

button and the “Print Options”

The Letter button will print the document now. To Que will send the letter to the que to
be printed at a later time. Edit Que will open up the print que, in case you want to delete
some letters out of the que before printing the entire que. All Que will print all the letters
that are waiting in the Que. If your office is set up to use Outlook, letters can be emailed
instead of printed by selecting the Email button.
If you choose to view what will be printed or add special text for this patient, select the
Preview button. When you select the Preview button this will launch Word and present
the document to you in a small print preview mode. Close the preview screen and the
document will be in full screen mode. Make any customized changes for this patient.
When changes are complete, click on File, then print.
After printing the document click on the “X” in the upper right hand corner to exit. DO
NOT save the changes made to this document or you will be changing the word
template for this document.
After exiting, you will be presented with a box that asks, “Was This Letter Printed”? If
the letter was printed you should answer YES. A “NOT” transaction will be placed in the
patient history file. If the letter was not printed answer NO.

Creating a New Letter
From the Main Menu (not through a patient) select the "Letters" button and the "Letter Editor"
screen will appear. In the letter editor screen you will select the “Add” button and the spaces will
open up and become white. If you would like this letter to appear on the treatment chart instead of
the financial history the “Treatment Letter” box must be checked. In order to proceed you MUST
enter a "Letter Name" and a "Send To" type. The following is a list of the main "Send To" types
and their descriptions.
Patient – Select this type if the letter will be for the patient.
Responsible Party – Select this type if the letter will be for the responsible party of the
patient.
Dentist – Select this type if the letter will be for a dentist. Please note that the dentist
MUST be listed in the "Dentist Information" list (see Dentist Information for detailed
information on the dentist list). If the letter is intended to be sent to a patients' dentist, the
dentist MUST be listed in the "Dentist Information" list AND in "Patient Information"
under the "Misc." tab, Referral/Ortho/Dentist" screen in the "Dentist" field (see Patient
Information for detailed information).
Patient Referral – Select this type if the letter will be for a referring dentist or another
patient that referred them. If the referral is a dentist the same applies, as listed above for
the "3-Dentist" type, but MUST be listed in the "Referral" field. If it was another patient
that referred them you can enter that patient in the "Referral" field.
No One in Particular – Examples of this type might be a handout such as instructions or
explanations or if you wanted to type the name and address in manually (not use the
merge fields).
The "Letter Name" can be up to eight characters and is usually an abbreviation of the
"Description". The "Description" is not required but is helpful in identifying the letter needed
when searching the "Locate Letter" list.
Now select the "Edit Word Document" button. This will launch Word and a blank IMS document
with the "Letter Name" that you indicated. The blank IMS document will always have: today's
date, the merge fields for name, address, city, state and zip, Dear, merge field for name, then
Sincerely, and the merge field for the doctors name.
Any of the already inserted text can be moved, modified or deleted if not needed in your
document. Some or all of the merge fields can also be moved or deleted. NOTE: DO NOT
CHANGE the default merge fields or the date (this is also a merge field that indicates today's
date) that appear on the IMS blank document or the program will not insert the correct data for
the send to type (this does not apply to the send to type, no one in particular). You are now ready
to type in your text. When the letter is finished, select the top "X" button in the upper right hand
corner of the Word screen to close Word. The following message will appear "Do you want to
save the changes you made to (Letter Name). Doc". Select the "Yes" button to save and exit.
Select the "No" button to exit without saving. This is the only way you should save changes to
a letter in IMS, DO NOT use the save option under the file menu. Select the "Cancel" button
to cancel and return to the document. When you exit Word you will return to the "Letter Editor"
screen. Select the "Save" button to save the new letter.

Adding Merge Fields to a Letter
From the Main Menu select the "Letters" button. (Not through a patient). You can add merge
fields to a new letter or an existing letter. Select a letter from the "Locate Letter" screen then
select the "Edit" button from the "Letter Editor" screen. Or, select the "Cancel" button to go
directly to the "Letter Editor" screen and select the "Add" button if this is a new letter. Select the
"Edit Word Document" button, this will launch Word and the new or existing document.
Position the flashing insertion cursor at the point in the text where you want to insert a merge
field. Select the "Sel Merge Flds" (Select Merge Fields) button
from the IMS Toolbar. The
"IMS Merge Fields" box will appear. To view the merge fields single click the left mouse button
on the arrow to the right of the "IMS Merge Fields" text box. This will display a drop down menu
that lists all of the available merge fields.

To select a merge field, position the mouse cursor over the desired merge field on the list so that
it becomes highlighted. Click the left mouse button once on the highlighted merge field and it
will be displayed in the "IMS Merge Field" text box.
To insert the selected merge field into the document hit the "Enter" key. Always remember to
save your new or modified document when prompted to do so by closing from the top X in the
top right hand corner then by selecting the "Yes” to save changes and the "Save" button when you
return to the "Letter Editor" screen.

Editing an Existing Letter
From the Main Menu select the "Letters" button. DO NOT go into letter through a patient! The
"Locate Letter" screen will appear, if not select find on the letter editor box. Select the letter you
would like to edit by double clicking it. Select the "Edit" button then the "Edit Word Document"
button from the "Letter Editor" screen; this will launch Word and the desired document. Make the
desired changes.
Once changes have been made you will close word from the X in the right hand corner and
answer yes to save changes, then you will select save again once you are back in the letter editor
box.

Printing a letter to a Patient
From the Main Menu select the Patient Information button and the “Locate a Patient” list will
appear. Select the patient whose information you want to use to print a letter. Select the Letters
button. The “Locate Letter” screen will appear. Choose the document you want to print. To print
the selected document, from the “Letter Editor” screen select the Options button and the “Print
Options” window below will appear. To print the document now, select the Letter button.

Add Images to a Document
First of all you must have IMS Imaging, or another imaging program that IMS is integrated
with.
Open a new or existing document in IMS from Letters off the main menu buttons. You can
display up to twelve different images in a document. There are text fields on the “Letter Editor”
screen labeled “Pic 1-12”. In these text fields you can indicate the images you want displayed in
each image box within the document. To the right of each text field there are two drop down
menus. The first drop down menu, to the right of the each text field, lists available time points. A
“Time Point” is a user definable numbering system (0-9) that denotes the point in time of a
patient’s treatment. The second drop down menu, to the far right of each text field lists available
picture types or views.
Select edit to open up the fields then select the time point and/or picture type by positioning the
mouse cursor over the desired selection until it is highlighted, then single click the left mouse
button. The numerical values for your selections will then be displayed in the text field.
Please Note: If you insert more than one picture in the document, the pictures will be displayed
on the document in the order that you insert the image boxes. For example, the picture
corresponding to the values entered in the “Pic 1” text field, will be displayed in the first image
box that is inserted into the document. The picture corresponding to the values entered in the “Pic
2” text field, will be displayed in the second image box that is inserted into the document, etc.
This applies regardless of where the image box is positioned on the document.
Once you have filled in the PIC boxes you will now select edit word document and word will
launch and open your desired letter.
To add an image to a document you must insert an image box. To insert an image box, select the
“Add Image” button from the IMS Toolbar. This will insert a gray image box into the
document. The image box will have eight small squares along the border, these are called
Handles. The handles will always be visible around the image box if it is currently selected. If
you want to edit an image box in any way the handles must be present.
To edit, move or re-size an image box, choose the “Tog Edit Mode”(Toggle Edit Mode) button
on the IMS Toolbar. If you only insert one image box into your document, when you choose the
“Tog Edit Mode” button on the IMS Toolbar that image box will automatically be selected and
the handles will appear. If you insert more that one image box you will have to choose the “Tog
Edit Mode” from the IMS Toolbar and then single click the left mouse button on the image box
you want to edit in order to select it.

To move an image box, make sure it is selected (the handles will be visible). Position the mouse
cursor over the center of the image box. The cursor will look like this:
This is called the Move
Cursor. When the cursor changes to
, hold down the left mouse button and drag the image box
to the desired location on the document. When the image box is it the desired location, release the
mouse button. If there is text in document where the image box has been moved to, it will
automatically wrap the text around the image box.
To resize an image box you will use the handles surrounding the box. To resize the image box
diagonally, position the mouse cursor over one of the handles on the corners of the image box
until the cursor looks like this:
or this:
depending on the direction that you are re-sizing
the image box. This is called the diagonal resize cursor. When the cursor changes to the diagonal
resize cursor, hold down the left mouse button and drag the corner of the image box until it is the
desired size, then release the mouse button.
Use the same method to resize the image box horizontally or vertically, only use the handles on
the sides, top or bottom of the image box. The cursor will change to a horizontal resize cursor
which looks like this
, or a vertical resize cursor that looks like this:
Once the moving and the sizing of the image is complete and you have tested the letter on an
existing patient, you can remove the gray background and the black border. This will make the
image box “disappear”. Single right click in the middle of the image box while in the “Tog Edit
Mode” and select “Properties” from the menu that appears. You will click on Backcolor and use
the drop down arrow, which will appear to the right and select “Window Background”; you will
do the same for Bordercolor. When you have finished editing the image box(s), select the “Tog
Edit Mode” button from the IMS Toolbar so that the image box is no longer selected (the
handles will no longer be visible). To locate where the boxes are located you can either select the
tog edit button or you can tell by slowly scrolling over the area with the mouse and notice that the
pointer changes to the move cursor.
Close word by the top X in the right hand corner and answer yes to save changes and then select
save again in the letter editor box.

To Make Temporary Changes To a Letter For a Specific Patient (Print Preview)
Go into the desired patients information and select letters, you will locate the letter that you
would like to use and select "Options" then select the "Preview" button from the "Print Options"
window. The Word "Preview" screen will appear.
To make changes to the letter select the "Close" button from the Word toolbar. From this screen
make the necessary changes. To print the letter with your temporary changes go to File then
Print. Choose the printer you wish to print to. If you have advanced letters you must choose
the “IMS PDF PRINTER” from the list of printers in order to save the document to PDF.
Upon exiting word you will be prompted to save your document, select the "No" button (if you
select "Yes" it will permanently save the changes to the document) and you will return to the
"Letter Editor" screen. There will be an IMS System Message asking, "Was This Letter Printed
(Add Transaction Record)". Select the "Yes" button to add a NOT (Note) transaction to the
patients file denoting what letter was printed and the date. Select the "No" button if the letter was
not printed (no transaction will be added).

IMS’ Drag N’ Drop Scheduler
The Classic IMS Schedule has
dramatically been redesigned to
incorporate as many user requests as
possible. For example, editing of
existing appointment information, Drag
N' Drop manipulation of appointments
within the same schedule screen, as well
as between schedule screens, and
customized display fonts and font sizes.
Not only does this new schedule
provided many requested features and
ease of use enhancements but it allows
each user to customize the buttons and colors being displayed to enhance the day to
day use of the schedule.

Basic Screen Layout
Every schedule screen follows the same basic layout. At the top of each screen is
a main toolbar with buttons that are grouped together based on function. We have
navigation buttons (i.e. Switch, Load Day, Previous and Next) that change the
appointments you see on the screen and action buttons (i.e. Week, Appt List and Patient
Info) that access different parts of the program.
A grid is used to display the appointments beneath the main toolbar. This grid
display is exactly like the display found in the classic version of the IMS schedule. The
columns are laid out as follows: Time, Dr time total (DT), individual chairs Dr time units
and that chair’s appointment information. If your office doesn’t have “Doctor Time
Scheduling”, the DT and chair’s doctor time columns will NOT be visible. Holding your
cursor above any column will display a tooltip indicating the information that column
contains. The tooltip on the chair columns will display the chair number (based on
column order) as well as the chair name (if you have named your chairs).
(Top of Schedule screen displays office, day of the week, date, model and # of appointments for that day)

At the bottom of the screen is a status\information bar. On the left side of the
bar the currently highlighted patient’s number, first and last name along with the
appointment status (if any) will be displayed. The right side of the bar will display any
requested appointment information as well as provide a button to be used in docking
the schedule screen. We’ll discuss docking later.

Toolbar Buttons
If IMS is configured in Single Pane mode, each schedule screen will
have a Back button on the far left of the screen. This button functions like
the close box of any Windows type screen, just providing a large, easier to hit
target.
The next group of buttons is the scheduling buttons. These buttons provide
access to ALL of the various schedule screens.
First is the Today button, similar in function to
the Today tab of the classic schedule (use of the
Today Screen is no longer suggested, using the Today Pane, discussed later, is now the
preferred method). Next is the Week button. This screen provides the function of the
classic schedule’s Week tab. The Appt List button allows for listing and picking
appointments in the same fashion as the Appt List tab of the classic schedule. The
Chain button will display the current system’s Appointment Chain screen. Both Appt List
and Chain buttons require that an office is using model days. The final button is the
Schedule button. This button provides access to the same information found on the
View Day\Dr Time tab in the classic schedule.
One of the first buttons you will want to explore is the Prefs (or
preferences) button. This button provides a way to configure various
settings related to a schedule’s display and tooltip information.
If you look at the preferences button you will notice a small down arrow on the
right side of the button. This arrow indicates that there are more options to be
displayed. When the down arrow is clicked, the following options are displayed:
(Simply click on an option to either select or de-select it)

Next are the options that can be configured using the preferences button itself.
Each option is grouped into various categories: Options, Doctor Time, Display Settings
and Appointment ToolTip Information. If an option is displayed in a light blue color, this
option is configured ONLY for the current machine (i.e. each machine in the office MUST

be configured individually). Having so many configurable options for each individual
machine in the practice allows for each user to configure IMS to suit their individual
needs in the office.

Pay particular attention to the Display Settings and Appointment ToolTip
Information. Display Settings allows you to configure the font type and font size that
will be used to display appointments. The tooltip information allows selected
information to be displayed in a tooltip when a patient\appointment is LEFT clicked on
and the mouse is NOT moved for a second or two. Different positions in the office may
choose to display different information. For example, someone at the front desk might
choose to display more accounting type information than someone chair side.

Next is the ClipBoard button. Now
that IMS has Drag N’ Drop appointment scheduling,
there needed to be a “place” to hold appointments
when moving them from one day to the next when
using just one schedule screen. The ClipBoard is that
place. When the ClipBoard button is clicked, the
Appointment Clipboard Pane will automatically be
selected in the IMS Navigation Pane. For offices NOT
using the IMS Navigation Pane, the Appointment
ClipBoard Form will be displayed. (see image below)
An appointment that has been moved to the
ClipBoard (more on how to get appointments to the
ClipBoard later) will display basic appointment
information such as appointment code, patient and
date. This appointment can be dragged into any
Schedule Day or Schedule Week screen. Double
clicking on the appointment will return the
appointment back to its original place in the
schedule.

Once an appointment is placed on the ClipBoard, that schedule screen will not be
allowed to close until that appointment is given a new time slot or restored. The
following message will be displayed when an attempt to close the schedule is made:

Navigation Buttons
These are the basic navigation buttons that
allow switching from one schedule to another and
one date to another. If your system is configured with more than one schedule, the
Switch button will be enabled. When clicked, it will display a list of available schedules
to switch to. The Load Day button displays a simple schedule calendar, which will
display the model for each day and show non-schedule
days and non-doctor days in red. The current schedule
date will appear in blue. Use the Yr and Mo buttons at
the bottom of the screen for quick month and year
switching. Click on a date to select it.
The Today button will automatically change the
selected date to the current system schedule date.
The Zoom button is used to quickly give you an
“overview” of the day.
Prev and Next buttons are used to move to the
previous and next VALID schedule day. Valid days are
days with a model, NOT NSD or NS days.
This is an image of a “zoomed” schedule day, this will
provide you an easy way to see more of your day and how things are going or how

things will be for a selected portion of the day, very similar to the way offices used the
schedule week. Keep in mind that using the preferences button to toggle between

available appointment in color and taken appointments in color can provide a lot of
useful information.

Configuring Toolbar Buttons
Every toolbar can be customized based on each user’s preferences. Buttons that
are not frequently used can
be eliminated so that the
screen does not appear to be
cluttered. To add or remove a
button from the toolbar, click on the little down arrow located at
the far right, select Add or Remove Buttons then Schedule ToolBar.
A complete list of ALL buttons will be displayed. To remove a
button, click on that entry. The check box will be removed and so
will the button from the toolbar. These settings are saved when
you click outside of the window. A few suggestions on buttons to
be removed would be the Today, Chain (if your office does not use
the chaining feature), Preferences (once you have configured your
settings), Switch (if you only have one schedule) and possibly the
CheckOut and OnDeck buttons if these tasks are being performed
chair side.

Status Bar
The status bar provides information about the currently
selected patient and the status of the appointment that has just
been clicked on. In the image below, you can see the patient
number and the patient’s first and last name.
On the right side of the status bar any “requested”
appointment information will be displayed. How this requested information is passed to
the Schedule Day screen will be covered when discussing the Appointment List screen.

The button on the far right of the status bar is the Screen
Docking button. This button allows the various schedule screens
(Schedule Day, Today and Schedule History) to be docked to the top,
left, bottom or right in the main IMS window. This can be VERY useful
when comparing different days in the schedule OR when moving
appointments from one day to another with Drag N’ Drop.

(Two Schedule Screens, one Docked Left one Docked Right)

(Two Schedule Screens, one Docked Top one Docked Bottom)

Selecting Appointments
There are two ways to select an appointment\patient and perform an action. The
first and most basic is to simply single left click on an appointment in the schedule. The
first thing you will notice is that some appointments will automatically be selected
(completely highlighted in blue) and some appointments will just have a highlight
around the appointment.
(Selected)

(Highlighted)

Appointments that are selected indicate an appointment that does NOT have an
outcome. Selected appointments can be edited\dragged in the schedule. Highlighted
appointments cannot because they already have an outcome.
When any appointment is clicked, that patient’s number, along with their first\
last name and an appointment status will be displayed in the lower left corner of the
status bar.

Once an appointment\patient is selected, simply select any of the action buttons
in the main toolbar on the schedule form, for example, CheckIn or CheckOut.
The next, and the most versatile way to perform an action, is to RIGHT click on
the appointment\patient. Notice the difference between the options that are enabled
when an appointment has no status vs. when an appointment has an assigned status
(outcome).
(No Status)

(Status Assigned)

This menu might look a little overwhelming at first glance. Don’t worry, the
bottom half of the menu contains the same options that are currently available from
right clicking “in the gray area” or clicking the
Patient Options button.
This menu is VERY powerful, allowing you to
go directly to almost any part of the program with a
simple right click of the mouse. This can be done
on any of the patients that are currently on the
schedule. You can quickly view a patient’s financial
transaction history, send a letter from the Letters
screen or use the DMS system to scan a document
and store it on their Treatment Chart.
The upper portion of the menu will be
covered in detail in the Making\Editing
Appointments sections.

Editing Appointments
Editing an appointment that is ALREADY in the schedule has been made as
simple and powerful as possible. To edit an appointment, locate the appointment in the
schedule then RIGHT click on that
appointment. Now select Edit Appointment
from the top portion of the menu. The
following screen will be displayed:

Using this screen, you can quickly and easily change the patient assigned to this
appointment, if the incorrect patient was mistakenly assigned when the appointment

was made, by using the button to the right of the patient name. The familiar select a
patient screen will be displayed.
Selecting a different procedure code is as simple as clicking on the drop down
box and selecting the correct appointment code. If a procedure code is changed, any
custom units or doctor time will be reset to the default for the newly selected
procedure.
Using the arrows next to the units field, any number of units can be set for the
selected procedure code. For offices using doctor time, you can customize the doctor
time units for this appointment using the button next to the units field. Clicking this
button will display the edit doctor time screen, which
will initially display the default doctor time
assignments for the currently selected procedure
code. To customize the doctor time for this
appointment, simply change the doctor time units
being displayed and click the OK button. Once back
in the edit appointment screen, customized doctor
time will be indicated by the doctor time button being
highlighted in red.
Right clicking on the
doctor time button
will clear any
customized doctor
time and restore it
to the system default.
You can change the chair by using the arrows
to the right of the chair field.
To change the date of the appointment, use the calendar button. Once clicked, a
simple schedule calendar will be displayed, showing
the model for each day. Non-schedule\non-doctor
days are displayed in red, and the current schedule
date in blue). Use the Yr and Mo buttons at the
bottom of the screen for quick month and year
switching. Click on a date to select it. ONLY a valid
schedule date may be selected. Valid days are days
with a model, NOT NSD or NS days.
Appointment time can be changed using the
AM\PM and hour and minute arrows. The minutes
will only move in increments of the schedule’s time
units. For example, if your schedule is setup with 5
minute time slots and the minutes currently are set
at 10, it will change to 15, 20, 25, etc.
It is even possible to change the office of an
existing appointment. Keep in mind when changing offices that there could be a

difference in that schedule’s time units (i.e. 5 minutes vs. 10 minutes). The current units
of the appointment will be automatically adjusted for you, if it is possible.
Finally, you can change\add notes. Remember, the amount of notes is limited by
the number of units for the appointment.
Once all changes have been made, click the Save button. You will see the
changes reflected in your schedule as soon as you are done.
If at any point while making changes to the appointment you need to return the
appointment to its original values, simply click on the restore button on the right side of
the screen, above the notes box.

Editing Appointments with Drag N’ Drop
Drag N’ Drop allows you to change the date, time, chair and office of an
appointment in a little different way. Appointments can be dragged within the same
schedule window or between schedule windows. ONLY appointments that do NOT have
an assigned status can be moved. Refer back to the Selecting An Appointment section
to see the visual indicator that an appointment can be moved (the appointment will be
selected). When doing drag and drop in a schedule day, if the time slot or chair is not
visible, simply drag the appointment to the top, left, bottom or right and the grid will
automatically scroll, displaying the hidden times. If your screen resolution is not set
high enough so that more than one schedule screen can be visible at once or you are
using single pane mode, you will need to use the ClipBoard to “hold” the appointment
while you locate the new time slot. For a more detailed explanation of the ClipBoard,
refer to the ClipBoard Button topic in the Toolbar Buttons section

Appointment Information Button
Because finding appointments in a busy schedule can be difficult there
is an Appt Info button that can be used to quickly access all the appointments
for a patient. This button is perfect for quickly looking up a patient’s next
appointment, getting financial information (using the Patient Summary button), adding
a schedule note (patient will be late), rescheduling (using the ClipBoard or the Edit
Appointment screen) or canceling an appointment while in the scheduling screen.
If a patient is currently selected (by left clicking on an appointment in the
schedule screen) when the Appt Info button is clicked, that patient will automatically be
selected, otherwise the standard pick a patient screen will be displayed. Changing
patients while on this screen is done using the Reselect a Patient button directly to the
right of the patient name field. Next to this button is the Patient Summary button which
will display the standard patient summary screen for quick access to account, dentist
and responsible party information.

Right clicking on any of the displayed appointments provides a quick and easy
way to send that appointment to the clipboard, edit, cancel, reschedule, print an
appointment slip or determine that
appointments information (last person
to make\edit the appointment, date
and time the appointment was
made\modified). Double clicking on
any of the
appointments will
result in that
appointment being
sent to the ClipBoard.
Note that multiple
appointments can be
sent to the clipboard for rescheduling
as well as appointments from different patients.

Making New Appointments
Next we are going to explain the 4 options on the right click menu for adding a
new appointment. The first option, Add Appointment will ALWAYS be available when a
valid (blank) time slot in the schedule is
RIGHT clicked on. This option allows an
appointment to be made for ANY patient in
the system (you will be required to select a
patient before making the appointment is
completed). The second option Add Appt
for …. is exactly like the first option but has
the currently selected patient already assigned for the appointment that you are about
to make. Refer to the Selecting Appointments section above to see how to select a
patient\appointment. We will now skip to the last option, Appt List for … This option
also works with the currently selected patient and launches the Appointment List screen.
This option should be used if the office is using Model Days along with Equivalents,
Builds, Divides or Substitutions. This option provides the same functionality as the
classic IMS schedule system when a user right clicks on a patients name from the Today
Tab. A detailed explanation of the Appointment List screen will be provided below. The
final option, Add Requested for … is ONLY available when searching for an appointment
using the Appointment List screen, and the Schedule Day button in the top menu or the
date above one of the list columns are clicked. This would be a situation when you are
trying to “squeeze” an appointment into the schedule. When using this option, the

patient and procedure code is already assigned and ready to go when you make the
next appointment.
When using any of the first three methods above to make an appointment, the
following screen will be displayed:

This screen provides a quick and easy “one stop shop” when making a new
appointment. The patient can be assigned\changed by clicking on the first button next
to the patient field. This button allows the use of the familiar locate a patient screen for
patient selection. The next button is available once a patient has been selected and
allows for quick access to the Patient Summary screen which can provide quick access to
appointment and account information.
The next section allows for selection of a procedure code. The box on the left will
display a list of all procedure codes for the current schedule, along with their
description. On the right are a few options for automatically choosing a code. You can
choose the current default procedure code for the selected schedule, an “A” (Next
appointment information filled out when the patient was being check out) appointment,
requested appointment information (the procedure code being looked up in the

Appointment List screen when the Schedule Screen was selected) and finally an option
to select ANY procedure code.
If there is a requested appointment, this will be the 1st defaulted option, followed
by “A” appointments and finally the Schedule default procedure code. Selecting a
different procedure code from the one that is automatically selected when the screen is
opened will result in the system automatically changing to the last option. To use any of
the other options once deselected, simply click on the option and the system will locate
that appointment code in the list on the left.
Using the units arrows, any number of units
can be set for the selected procedure code. For
offices using doctor time, you can customize the
doctor time units for this appointment using the
button next to the units field. Clicking this button
will display the edit doctor time screen, which will
initially display the default doctor time assignments
for the currently selected procedure code. To
customize the doctor time for this appointment,
simply change the doctor time units being displayed
and click the OK button. Once back in the add
appointment screen, customized doctor time will be
indicated by the doctor time button being
highlighted in red. Right clicking on the doctor time button will clear any customized
doctor time and restore it to the system default.
The next section is Note. This is for notes that appear on the
schedule underneath the appointment, NOT on the treatment chart. If any
“A” appointment notes are found in the system, they will be displayed directly below the
note box, allowing for a direct copy of those notes, if desired. To do this, simply click on
the up arrow next to the note box. Once notes have been copied, they can be freely
modified. Keep in mind that the amount of notes that can be entered is based on the
number of units for the appointment (one line less than the number of units), and only
appointments of 2 units or longer will allow notes to be entered.
Once all appointment information has been entered simply click on the OK
button to schedule the appointment. If any of the information has NOT been
completed you will be prompted during the appointment scheduling process. For
example if you forget to select a patient the system will prompt you to select a patient.

Blocking\Clearing Time
Blocking of time has been made
simple and VERY powerful. To block time in
your schedule simply locate the time slot
you would like to start blocking from and right click. Select the Block Time option from
the right click menu and the following screen will be displayed:

Using this screen you can BLOC complete sections of your schedule. Using the
Start and End Date allows you to BLOC from any start date to any end date. Setting the
Starting Time and Ending Time will allow BLOCing out of a time slot in a day, lunch for
example. Using the Starting and Ending chair values allows you to apply BLOCing to
one, or a range of chairs. The amount of notes that can be entered depends on the
number of units that are being BLOCed. The note that is entered will be displayed on
EACH line of the BLOC. For example, if you entered “Lunch” as your note EACH line of
the BLOCed section will say “Lunch”. You could also enter your note one line at a time.
To enter a multiline note simply hit the enter key after each line of your note. “L”, enter,
“U”, enter, “N”, enter, “C”, enter, “H”, enter. This will result is the word lunch being
spelled out vertically in the BLOCed section or your schedule. See the example below.
Also notice that BLOCing was done AROUND any existing appointments in the BLOCed
area.

When BLOCing time in your schedule, if there are ANY appointments that are
ALREADY scheduled, the system will display a list of ALL TIME SLOTS that could not be
BLOCed (NOT all appointments, each time slot is listed individually). You will then need
to resolve any
conflicts. The list of
conflicting
appointments will
contain the Date,
chair and time of
the appointment
time slot that could
NOT be BLOCed.
This list can be
printed using the
Print button in the
upper right corner
of the screen.

Clearing BLOC Time is as simple as BLOCing time. Simply right click on a BLOC
time slot and select Clear BLOC Time from the menu. The
Clear BLOC time screen will be displayed,

This screen functions exactly like the BLOC time screen, only CLEARING any BLOCed
time slots. No Model codes or appointments will be over written, ONLY BLOCed time
slots.

Add\Clear a Model Code
To Add or Clear a Model Code RIGHT click
on either a current Model Code or any “.” time slot
and select the Add\Clear Model Code
option from the RIGHT click menu. This
option will NOT be available if clicking
on a taken appointment. Select the
desired model code or ”.” time from the
Select a Procedure Code screen. When
selecting “.” time make sure you set the
correct amount of units using the arrows
in the lower right corner of the screen.
Selecting the BLOC code from this
screen can be used to BLOC time just
like the classic version of the IMS
Schedule.

Setting an Appointments Status
There are two basic ways to set the status\outcome of an appointment. The first
would be to select an appointment (refer to section above) and simply click on the
CheckOut button on the main toolbar. This option will take you directly to the familiar
check out screen and allow entering notes for the appointment and any requested next
“A” appointment information, along with sending any letters or setting up a Staff Action
item.
The second option allows for a quick and easy
way to mark an appointment as Kept, Canceled or
Failed. This option will most likely be used primarily
for Canceled and Failed appointments. RIGHT click
on the desired appointment and in the upper middle
section of the menu will be the available options.
Simply select the desired status\outcome for that appointment.
If an appointment already has a status the only option that will be available is the
Clear option. This option will most likely be used
in situations where an appointment has been
assigned a status incorrectly. Once the status has
been cleared, simply RIGHT click on the
appointment again to assign the correct status.

Printing an Appointment Slip (After an appointment has been made)
When an appointment is made in IMS,
you are always given the option to print an
appointment slip. If you need to print an
appointment slip AFTER the appointment has
been made, RIGHT click on the appointment and select the Appointment Slip option
from the menu. Upon doing so, you will see the following familiar options:

 Appointment Slip – This box should always be checked or no appointment slip will
be generated. Shows Time and date of Appointment.
 School Excuse – Generates a message on the appointment slip stating the time of
the patient’s appointment and the time that the patient left the office.
 Financial Info on Slip – Lists financial status information.
 Treatment Status – Lists treatment information.
 Special Notes – Check this option and a text field will become available enabling
you to enter any special notes to be printed on the appointment slip.

Checking in a Patient
There are two ways to check a patient in. The first is to simply LEFT click on an
appointment, then click on the CheckIn button in the main toolbar. The system will
locate the appointment for the
patient that you have selected on the
next screen. You may also click on
the CheckIn button with NO patient
selected and the system will locate
the appointment nearest to the current
time on the next screen.
The second option is to RIGHT click on an appointment and select the Check In
option from the displayed menu.

Checking out a Patient
To check out a patient LEFT click on an appointment and this will
enable the CheckOut button in the main toolbar, then click the CheckOut
button. The check out screen will be displayed and you can proceed as
normal.

Today Screen
The Today screen is ONLY included for backwards compatibility. It is NOT the
recommended way to use the IMS scheduler. IMS now recommends that you use the
Today Pane. For more information on the Today Pane see the Today Pane section.
The new Today
screen looks exactly like
the classic IMS Today
Tab. Green highlighted
appointments indicate
that a patient has been
checked in, yellow
indicates that a patient is
seated, red indicates the
appointment has been
checked out and blue
indicates that an
appointment has been
checked out AND that a
future appointment has
been made TODAY.

To select a patient simply LEFT click on the appointment. You will notice that the
patient information will be displayed in the lower left portion of the status bar. Once a
patient has been selected, you can use the CheckIn or CheckOut button in the main
toolbar.
Right clicking on an appointment will bring up the standard patient options
menu, which will allow direct access to the various parts of the program.
Double clicking on an appointment will display the Appointment List screen (this
is the same behavior as the classic scheduler).
The Today screen can also be docked within the main IMS window, allowing you
to display both the Today screen and another schedule screen.

Appointment List
The Appointment List screen is a VERY powerful screen in IMS. To use the
Appointment List screen your office MUST be using model days. If your schedule
consists of blank “.” time, then the Appointment List screen will NOT find any options
when listing available appointments.

When entering into the Appointment List screen you must either have selected a
patient in the previous screen\panel or select a patient from the Select a Patient screen.

If a patient is NOT selected, the Appointment List screen will NOT be displayed. When a
patient is selected the patient’s name, patient number, account class setting and status
will be displayed in the title bar of the screen.
The most common way to get to the Appointment List screen is using the right
click menu. You can also use the Appt List button on the Schedule screen (or the
various schedule forms that have an Appt List button).
For offices using Appointment Chaining, you may see the following message
when entering the screen. This
message is ONLY displayed if the
system has detected that this patient
has had an appointment chain
request entered into the system. To
schedule the requested appointment
chain, simply select the Yes button. If
this is an additional appointment that
needs to be made, select the No
button and continue looking for the desired appointment. Appointment chaining will
be discussed in detail later.
The basic function of the Appointment List screen is exactly like the Appt List Tab
of the classic IMS Schedule. This new screen does have some really nice enhancements
though. The first enhancement is the # Days to Show arrows located in the lower right
corner of the screen. Previously, only 5 schedule days would be displayed. This new
feature allows you to display as many days as you can comfortably fit on your screen.
Each column of the display represents all the available appointments on that day, so by
increasing the days to show, the system will increase the number of columns being
displayed. Remember, the number of columns that can be displayed is affected by the
font, font size and the minimum column width selected in the preferences screen.
Going from the top down in the right half of the screen, we will discuss important
changes. Setting a custom doctor time for an appointment (for offices using doctor
time) is accomplished using the new doctor time button. To set the custom doctor time,
click on the button and assign the appropriate doctor time for each time unit of the
appointment. When a custom doctor time is being used this button will appear
highlighted in red. To reset the custom doctor time simply RIGHT click on the doctor
time button.
Looking for appointments within a specific time range has also been improved.
To search for an appointment BEFORE or EQUAL to a time, simply enter that time in the
Before time box. Hitting list will display all available appointments before or equal to
the desired time. Filling in the After time box will result in available appointments AT or
AFTER that time being displayed. Having BOTH Before and After times filled in results in
the system showing you BOTH appointments before and after your requested times.

This is new because in the classic system, filling out both before and after times would
result in appointments between those times; this is no longer the case. Now, to show
appointments between the two selected times you MUST put a check mark in the
between check box. Once times are entered, you MUST hit the list button.
The next important enhancement that we need to talk about is the List Type
check boxes located on the right side of the screen. In the classic schedule you would
be required to repeatedly select the list button to show more appointment listing
options. These check boxes now allow ALL options to be displayed at once. For offices
that would still like to use the progressive listing feature of the classic scheduler, simply
select List as your default in the preferences screen. You can then either right click on
the other check boxes to select that box and deselect the rest or left click to select that
box along with the others currently selected.
The List Day section provides a way to limit your searching to ONLY a specific day
or to several days. RIGHT clicking on a day will result in all other days be unselected and
that day be selected. This is great if the patient says they ONLY can come in on
Wednesdays for example. You would simply right click on the Wednesday check box
and only Wednesdays that are valid schedule days will be displayed. The days that will
be listed can be defaulted using the preferences menu at the top of the screen.
The Future Appointments section will list all future
appointments for the selected patient. Right clicking on an
appointment will display a menu with three options. The
first option is Schedule. When selecting this option a new
Schedule Day screen is displayed and the appointment code and units are passed as a
requested appointment. This feature can be used when you want to reschedule a future
appointment. Selecting Appointment Information will display a simple message of who
scheduled that appointment along with the date and time that it was done. Selecting
Cancel Appointment will display the standard IMS cancel appointment screen.

Choose Cancel With Reminder to mark this appointment with a “C” for CANCEL
and create an “A” appointment in the treatment chart including the notes, showing that

this is the next appointment needed for this patient. It also puts the code and date in
the Appointment Schedule screen so that when the patient calls back in, you will be
“reminded” what they need to be scheduled for.
Cancel and Set Recall cancels the appointment and brings up a box allowing you
to enter a recall date for this patient.
Return with No Action means to return to the prior screen and no appointment
has been canceled.
Cancel Only means to mark this appointment with a “C” for CANCEL. No
reminder is created.
Delete (No Record) is used when an appointment is made in error. No record of
the appointment will be found on the treatment chart.
Reminder Only creates an “A” appointment file with all the information from this
appointment including the notes for their next appointment. There is no record in their
treatment chart that they canceled today’s appointment. It also puts the code and date
in the Appointment Schedule screen so that when the patient calls back in, you will be
“reminded” what they need to be scheduled for.

Schedule Week View
The Schedule Week screen consists of six grids. The fist grid displays the schedule
time and the remaining five grids are mini schedule day displays. The Schedule Week
screen appears very similar to the Week tab in the classic schedule. You can scroll the
days ALL at once using the mouse wheel or using the arrows located at the bottom right
of the screen. All grids that are currently “locked” will scroll, along with the time grid.

Moving each grid independently is also possible. To scroll the content of a grid
individually, simply click on the lock button to unlock that grid. The lock icon
will change. Once a grid is unlocked you can scroll that grid individually using
the mouse wheel or the grid’s scroll bars. If you are using a laptop and do not have an
external mouse or cannot fit one in your work area, most touch pads have what is called
a “scrolling region”. Check for updated drivers from the manufacturer. Below is a
picture of an unlocked grid.

Above the time column is a button, this button is used to indicate the currently
selected days of the week that will be included in the week view. Clicking on the button
will display a menu allowing the selection of the various days. The
selected days will then be indicated by the caption of the button. If
Monday thru Friday are selected, the caption will indicate this as M-F.
Otherwise the first letter of the day of the week will be used. When
multiple days are selected and you wish to select just one, click the
Clear All option and then select the desired day. Using this feature can
be very handy if a patient can only come in on a Wednesday, for
example. You could display only Wednesdays and quickly view them
all at once.
Above each schedule day is a button displaying the day of the
week, date and model code for that day. Right clicking on this button will display the
menu to the right. Selecting the first option, Zoom Day
is equivalent to LEFT clicking on the button and will
result in the day being “zoomed”. This zoomed day

appears very similar to the Schedule Day screen and has all the powerful features such
as drag and drop, tooltips, making of appointments, editing appointments and adding
of model codes. To return to multi day view, left click the button.

Selecting the second option will launch a new Schedule day screen for the
currently represented day.
When dragging and dropping an appointment to the Schedule Week screen,
appointments can ONLY be dropped on a grid that has been unlocked using the unlock
button. This can be accomplished in one of two ways. Unlock the grid BEFORE
dragging the appointment to the schedule day or, if a grid is currently locked, drag the
appointment over the lock button and this will automatically unlock the grid.

Schedule History Viewer
IMS now has a schedule history viewer. Previously,
when new weeks were added to the schedule you would no
longer have access to any schedule date BEFORE the date
when weeks were added. Now, simply go to the Schedule
menu at the top of the IMS window and select Schedule
History. The schedule history screen looks very similar to the
Schedule screen and will even display doctor time totals and
individual chair doctor time assignments. Below is a picture
of the Schedule History Viewer screen.

No editing or Drag N Drop of appointments is allowed, but you do still have full
access to the standard patient options menu with a simple right click on any of the
appointments. Also left clicking on an appointment will display the patient and
appointment status in the lower right corner of the status bar.

Appointment Chaining
Appointment chaining is the ability to setup a series of appointments that need
to be performed within a specific time range and making those appointments at the
same time. IMS allows appointment chains of 2 or 3 appointments. To utilize
appointment chaining you MUST have model days, if your schedule does not use model
days the system will not know where to place the appointments.
The first step is to configure the different types of chains that you want to
schedule. Go to
Setups=> Scheduling=>
Appointment Chains to
begin this process. The
screen below will be
displayed. Listed in the upper portion of the screen will be any chains that are currently
configured. The first column is the chain name, followed by the information for each
link in that chain. The link columns information is as follows: Code the selected
procedure code, +\- number indicates how many days on either side of the specified
date available appointments will be listed and Next, the number of days that MUST
elapse before the next appointment can be selected.

To add a new appointment chain, click the Add button, the lower portion of the
screen will become enabled. Start by naming your chain in the Description field. This is
the value that will be displayed when selecting a chain. Next select the appropriate
procedure code using the drop down box. Set the +/- days value, 3 is a good number
because the lower the number the less options the system will provide when listing
appointments. Setting the Days 2 Next Appt value is very important; this is the number
of days the system will maintain between the selected procedure code and the NEXT
procedure code. The last option of an appointment link is the List Options, if you are
unfamiliar with Substitution, Divide and Builds, simply select all options (this will provide
the most choices when attempting to schedule a new chain appointment). In the
example below the system will list available R3 appointments for the day initially select
minus 3 days and plus 3 days, then available S appointments 21 days (+/- 3 days, 18 –
24 days) AFTER the date of the selected R3 appointment, followed by B3 appointment
28 days (+\- 3 days, 25 – 31 days) AFTER the date of the selected S appointment.

Editing and deleting an appointment chain can be done using the Edit or Delete
button directly below the appointment chain list. When an appointment chain is edited,
if the number of procedure codes or the individual procedures are changed, the change
will only affect NEW appointment chain request that are entered. Any appointment

chain request previously made will remain unchanged. Changing the intervals, +\- days
or Days 2 Next Appt, WILL be reflected when previously made request are attempted to
be scheduled.
There are two ways to request an appointment chain for a patient. The 1st is to
use the Appointment Chain Request button on the Check Out screen in the Next
Appointment section.

Clicking on the Appointment Chain Request
button will result in the Select a Schedule Chain
screen being displayed. This screen will list the
description of the various appointment chains
along with the procedures code for each of the
individual chain links. To select a chain simply
click on that entry and hit the OK button, or
double click the desired chain. Once a chain is
selected the system will display a calendar to pick
the starting date of that chain. The calendar will
display the various model days associated with

each date to allow offices with multiple schedules to select the appropriate date.
Selecting the starting date of the chain is VERY IMPORTANT because this date will be
the starting point of all of the appointments in that chain. Once the starting date of the
chain has been selected the Needed Appointments screen will be displayed. This screen
is where any notes that you want to appear on the appointment can be entered.
Appointments that are part of an appointment chain
will appear in a light red color as shown in the image
below. To enter any notes, simply double click on the
desired appointment and the fields in the bottom
portion of the screen will become enabled. The ONLY
fields that you can change are Note1, Note2, arch
wire Upper and Lower. Once notes have been
entered click the Save button and proceed to the next
appointment in the chain. You can NOT change the
code, units, date or office of the requested chain
appointment at this point. If any of this information is
incorrect you MUST delete the complete chain and
reenter the chain request. This is done to simplify the
process of keeping track of all the appointments in
the chain and to make sure that no portion is left out.

Deleting any ONE of the chain appointments will result in the complete chain being
deleted.

The 2nd way to enter an Appointment Chain
request is using the Needed Appointments option
under the Patients menu. Once the desired
patient is selected using the select a patient
screen, the Needed Appointments screen will be
displayed. Click on the Add Chain button (button
with the image of a chain). The first step will be
selecting the desired office for this appointment
chain, followed by selecting the desired chain
from the Select a Schedule Chain screen. Follow
the steps detailed above to enter any notes for
each procedure of the appointment chain.
Once an appointment chain request has
been entered into the system they can be
distinguished from other appointments on the
treatment chart by their color. Just like “A”
appointments that appear in a green color, chain request appear in a blue color on the
treatment chart. Below you will see the three appointments in the requested chain, R3,
S and B3.

If you attempt to right click on one of these appointments to edit them the
Needed Appointment screen will be displayed. This is the ONLY way to edit an existing
request (each individual procedure of the chain can NOT be edited separately on the
treatment chart).

Making an appointment chain can be done from several spots in the program.
There are two options available directly from the system menus. The first is under the
Scheduling button of the main toolbar, NOT the main menu bar. Click
on the down arrow and select the Chain Appointment
option at the bottom of the list of options. The next
option is under the main menu bars Schedule menu, select
Schedule Chain. Using both of these options will display
the systems Schedule Chain Appointments screen
(discussed in detail later).
The last option for scheduling an appointment
chain is when you are entering the Appointment
List screen, if the system detects that an
appointment chain requested has been entered
for the currently selected patient, a message will
be displayed. Selecting Yes will display the
Schedule Chain Appointments screen.

The Schedule Chain Appointments screen is where you will be scheduling all
chain appointments. In the title bar of the screen you will see the selected patient.
Directly below the title bar on the left of the screen will indicate the office the chain will
be scheduled in (all appointments MUST be scheduled in the same schedule), on the
right any requested chain appointments will be displayed. Below is how the screen will
look if you used the first two methods to get here, if you entered this screen from the
Appointment List screen the requested chain that the system automatically found for
you will be loaded and you will NOT have access to the first line of controls.

The first step is to select the desired appointment chain using the Procedure
Chain drop down list, next select the start date of the chain. If you want to limit the
appointments being displayed to a specific chair, select the chair BEFORE hitting the
Load Chain button. As stated above, all appointment will be made in the same schedule
so if you want to switch schedules using the Change Sched button you MUST do that
before selecting Load Chain. Once the Load Chain button is selected the system will use
the grids to display the available appointments (very much like the Appointment List
screen) using the Start Date and Chair (if selected).

To begin to schedule your chain locate the desired appointment (most difficult
appointment to find first) and double click. This will result in the appointment being
displayed in the Selected box at the bottom of the screen. Each appointment that is
listed in the grid consists of the appointment time, chair and procedure code. When
selecting appointments it does NOT matter which grid you start with. For example you
could select an appointment in the third grid then the first then the second. While
selecting appointments you will notice that the available options will change as
appointments are selected, this is to enforce the days to next appointment rule that was
configured in the appointment chain setup. When selecting a new appointment if any
previously selected appointments do NOT conform to the preset rules they will be
automatically deselected by the system. When looking for appointments you are
allowed to change the +\- days to increase the number of options that are available.
The Listing Options button located next to the Selected appointment can be used
to change what type of appointment options (substitute, build and divide) are displayed
in the grid, regardless of how the chain was originally configured.

Once all desired appointments have been selected click the Make Appointments
button. The system will begin to schedule each appointment, if any ONE of the
appointments can NOT be scheduled for any reason (someone else selected that
appointment while the appointments of the chain were being selected) NO
appointments will be made. While making each appointment the system will give you a
visual clue as to the appointment currently being scheduled so that you can
enter\change the appropriate information. Look at the R3 list below highlighted in red.

Once all appointments have been
scheduled a simple message will be displayed.
This message is THE indication that the chain
has been scheduled.

Calendar Pane
The Calendar Pane is a simple yet
powerful way to view your schedule, one month
at a time, and easily look for available
appointments all in one spot (listing of available
appointments is ONLY available if you are using
model days). The basic layout of the Calendar
Pane starts with the office name at the top,
directly under the Calendar heading. Below that
are the year and month navigation buttons that
skip back or forward the selected interval. Next
are the days of the week, Sunday thru Saturday.
Below the days of the week are the actual days of
the month. Each day will contain the date and
model code. This allows offices that use different
model codes to indicate a different office
location, a quick way to determine where the
office will be. Each day is color coded, if a date
appears a muted gray color, that day has no
schedule associated with it (the first two week in
the calendar). Also notice that the calendar provides leading and trailing days (days
from the previous and next month). Normal schedule days will appear black, NSD\NS
days will appear in red. The current schedule day will be highlighted in blue and the
current date will be highlighted in green. Holding your cursor over any of the schedule
days will display a tip showing the schedule date and number of current made
appointments for that day.
Below the calendar days are a group of navigation buttons, the Today button
provides a quick way to navigate the calendar to the current month based on the
computers system date. The Day button will navigate to the current schedule month.
For offices with more than one schedule the Sched button allows for quickly switching
between schedules. The next button, Quick Patient Information, is a very important
button and allows the selection of a patient directly from the Calendar Pane
independently from any screen in the main IMS window. Clicking on the button will
display the Select a Patient screen, once a patient is selected the Patient Summary
screen will then be displayed, providing quick and easy access to phone numbers,
responsible party, important dates, dentist, accounting and appointment information.
The summary screen also displays a picture of the patient, if available, and provides
access to ALL patient images by clicking on the patient’s picture.

The next section of the pane allows for searching for appointments without using
any of the standard IMS schedule screens. To begin searching for appointments first
make sure the Show In Cal check box is checked (the
Launch With box will also automatically be checked). You
will notice that various dates in the schedule will now
appear with an underline and italic text, this is an indication
that there are available appointments on that day for the
selected procedure code\units\chair combination. To view
the available appointments simply hold your cursor over
any date and an
appointment tip will be
displayed. The first line
of the tip will indicate the
schedule date, followed
by the total number of
appointments that are already scheduled for that day.
Next will be the number of available appointments based
on the selected procedure code\units\chair combination.
Each available appointment will show the time, chair and
procedure code. This is the quickest\easiest way to determine if a requested
appointment is available.

When listing appointments the Chair Filter provides added
power by allowing the desired chair to be selected,
thereby only showing appointments that are available in a
specific chair. This can be useful in situations where an
assistant is assigned a chair and patients only see a
specific assistant. The next important button used when
listing appointments is the List Options button. This
button can be used to determine what type of available
appointments the system will display in the calendar. Setting
the List Type options in the Appointment List screen will update
these values. Once the desired appointment has been located
simply click on that schedule date, the select a patient screen will
be displayed, allowing selection of the desired patient, followed
by the Appointment List screen. Notice that the procedure code,
units, chair and date are all passed to the Appointment List
screen (the appointment information will be displayed in the left
side of the status bar as well as preselected on
the right hand side of the screen). To complete
making the appointment, double click on the
desired appointment in the left section of
the Appointment List screen (the 1st column
will contain the
appointments for the
selected date).
Each day of the
calendar also has a right
click menu; this menu provides access to additional options when
listing for available appointments. If going directly to the Schedule
Day screen is desired, right click and select Schedule. When going to
the schedule day with the Launch With option checked, you will notice
that the procedure code and units values have been passed to the
schedule screen as an appointment requested (displayed in the lower
right corner of the
status bar). This option can be
used when the
desired appointment is NOT
located and you are going to “force” the appointment into the schedule.
If the desired appointment cannot be found, you also have the option of adding
the request to the appointment waiting list. Select the desired procedure code and
units, right click on the desired day and select the Add Waiting List Request option. The
following screen will be displayed.

Once the Add Waiting List screen is displayed you can enter a specific time and
up to 50 characters of notes for the requested appointment.
Selecting View Waiting List from the right click menu will display the screen
below

The list can be sorted by simply clicking on a column header. There also is a right click
menu that will allow viewing the Patient Summary screen, editing a request, printing a
request or deleting a request.

Today Pane
The Today Pane is the preferred way to
monitor the flow and status of patients in your office.
The current schedule date is displayed at the top of
the pane along with a refresh button and, for offices
with more than one schedule, a drop down to
change offices on the fly. The appointments are
listed based on time and the closest appointment to
the current time will be displayed at the top. The
pane highlights appointments in the same fashion as
the Today Screen\Tab. Green being checked in,
yellow meaning seated, red for checked out
appointments and blue for appointments that were
checked out and have a future appointment
scheduled today. Clicking on an appointment and
pausing for a second (no mouse movement) will
result in the Today
Pane tooltip being
displayed. This is the
same information as
the standard schedule
tooltip, except the first
line indicates the chair
of the appointment.
A useful feature
is the Chair Filter,
located at the bottom
of the screen. This allows for ONLY the appointments for
a specified chair to be displayed. This feature can be used to
“monitor” a specific chair.
At the bottom of the pane is the model code for that day
and the total number of appointments.
Double clicking on any appointment will result in the
Appointment List screen being displayed. There are also other
options available with a RIGTH click. The selected patient could
be checked in, checked out, the on deck screen could be
displayed or the patient summary screen displayed. Patient Options is also available,
which provides access to any part of the program quickly.

OnDeck Pane
The OnDeck Pane provides a compact way to
monitor the flow and status of patients in your
office. At the top of the pane there is a refresh
button and, for offices with more than one schedule,
a drop down to change offices on the fly. The
appointment list consists of three columns. Column
one indicates the check in status: (E)arly, (O)n time
and (L)ate. The next column shows the minutes that
the patient has been waiting since they checked in.
The last column indicates the patient’s status: (O)n
deck, (S)eated or (D)octor needed. The patient’s
name is highlighted in the same fashion as the
OnDeck Screen. 1st up in red, 2nd up in yellow, 3rd up
in green and seated patients appear in blue.
Clicking on an appointment and pausing for a
second (no mouse movement) will result in the
OnDeck Pane Tooltip being displayed. This is the
same information as the standard schedule tooltip
except the first line indicates the chair of the
appointment.
A useful
feature is the
Chair Filter,
located at the
bottom of the
screen. This
allows for
ONLY the appointments for a specified chair to be
displayed. This feature can be used to “monitor” a
specific chair.
At the bottom of the pane is the average
wait time for all patients currently on the OnDeck
Screen.
Double clicking on any appointment will
result in the Patient Summary screen being
displayed.

There are also other options available with a RIGHT click.
The selected patient could be seated, marked as doctor needed,
treatment finished or checked out. The OnDeck Pane now
provides all the same features as the full OnDeck Screen, thereby
eliminating the need to use that full screen. Even keeping track of
assistant and doctor time can be done from this RIGHT click menu.
The Patient Options menu is also available which provides access to
any part of the program quickly.

Model Days
To access the
Model Day screen,
select Setups from the
Main Menu Bar, then
Scheduling, then
Add/Change Model
Day and the Model
Day screen will appear.
You will find that there are already at least 2 model days on this screen. NDD is
the model used for days that the staff may be in the office, but the doctor is not. NSD is
a non-schedule day. This day is used for holidays or other days that no one is in the
office. The NDD and NSD models are created by IMS and must remain. DO NOT
DELETE THESE MODEL DAYS

From the Model Day screen, select the Add button to add a new model day and
the Enter Model Day window will appear.

Enter a three character name (ALL CAPS) for the new model day and hit the enter
key. The Enter Model Description window will appear. Enter the new model day
description (up to twenty-five characters) and hit the enter key and the Modify Schedule
screen will appear.

The Modify Schedule screen will display all the time slots for each chair with
unscheduled time (dot time). To enter a scheduling procedure code, select the desired
scheduling procedure code by clicking the arrow to the left of the fields labeled, Code,
Description & Units. RIGHT click on the slot where you would like the code to be
inserted.

Repeat the above process for all the procedure codes you want included on the
new model day. Select the Save button to save the new model day or the Cancel button
to abort.
For days that start later than the template, use the BLOC procedure code to block
time in each chair until the desired start time is reached. The same procedure code will
be used to block time at the end of the template for days that end earlier than the basic
template (i.e. half days with only a morning or afternoon schedule).
You can also copy a model day. This utility allows you to create a new model day
using an existing model day as a template.
Select the model day you want to copy from the list so that it is highlighted, then
select the Copy button. Enter a three character name (ALL CAPS) for the new model day,
hit the enter key and the Modify Schedule screen will appear. To create the new model

day, make changes to the copied model day using the same procedure described above
for adding a new model day.
By default the program assumes that any new model day will include a full
workday (generally 8 hours depending on how your schedule was originally setup).
Once you have created the new model day and saved it, from the Choose a Day tab
screen make sure that the model day is highlighted in the list so that the name,
description and hours are displayed in the fields to the right of the list.
Select the Change button and the hours and description fields will become
available so that you can type in the hours and/or change the description. When you
have completed making changes select the Save button to save the changes or the
Cancel button to abort.
NOTE: Changing the hours using the above described process does not change the
hours that are displayed in the schedule when using that model day. It is a
description for informational purposes only.

Modify an Existing Model Day: Select the model day you want to modify from the
list so that it is highlighted then select the Modify button or double left click on the

model day on the list and the Modify Schedule screen will appear. Make changes to the
model day using the same procedure described above for adding a new model day.

Delete a Model Day: IMPORTANT NOTE: Do not delete an existing model day
that is in use on your schedule.
To delete a model day, right click on the model day on the list. An IMS System
Message will appear asking if you are sure you want to delete the selected model day.
Select the Yes button to delete the model day or the No button to abort.

Print a Model Day: You may print an existing model day by clicking the Print
button from the Choose a Day screen. If you wish for this model day to print in color or
with Dr Time then RIGHT click on the Print button.

Change a Model Day in Existing Schedule
EVERYONE MUST BE OUT OF THE IMS PROGRAM TO CHANGE A DAY MODEL IN
THE EXISTING SCHEDULE!!! We strongly suggest you index your files before
displaying your Calendar to make sure everyone is out of the IMS PROGRAM.
From the Main Menu Bar, select Schedule, Utilities then
Display Calendar and the current calendar will appear.
Select the month you want to view by using the forward
and backward arrow (inner buttons) or access the drop
down list by clicking the arrow
next to the month field and
select a month. Select the year
by using the forward and
backwards buttons (other
buttons).

Select the day you want to change by clicking the date button corresponding to the
number of that day on the calendar. Select the View Appointments button and then the
Modify button and New Model Day will appear.

Select the New Model Day button. This will bring up a drop down list. Click on the
desired model day and the new model day code will be inserted into the field. Select the
Save button to save the new model day to the calendar and when the program has
completed making changes to the schedule it will return you to the calendar window.
Select the Cancel button to abort the changes and exit without saving.
NOTE: Any appointments on the schedule prior to making model day changes on the
calendar will be retained in their original time slots and retain the scheduling procedure
code that was assigned at the time the appointment was scheduled. If making a
change from a regular model day to an NSD all appointments must first be
rescheduled from the existing day.

Adding Weeks to the Schedule
EVERYONE MUST BE OUT OF THE IMS PROGRAM TO ADD WEEKS TO THE
SCHEDULE!!!! We strongly suggest you index your files before adding weeks to
make sure everyone is out of the IMS PROGRAM.
This utility allows you to add weeks to the schedule
calendar. From the main Menu Bar select Schedule,
Utilities then Add Weeks to Schedule and the Add Weeks
to Calendar window will appear.
On the upper left of the
screen you will see each
day of the week along
with the corresponding
default model day for that
day.
You can change the default model days for each day of the week to any model day that
has already
been created.
Select the arrow
next to the
model day field
for each day of
the week to
display a list of
existing model
day codes and
descriptions.
Single left click
on the desired
model day code
to insert it into
the field. These
models will now
be the default for each week added to the calendar.

You can add up to twenty-four (24) weeks to the calendar at a time. In the field labeled
"Number of Weeks to Add" indicate the number of weeks by using the up and down
arrows or by typing the number into the field. The "Beginning Date" field indicates the
date the program will start with when adding weeks to the calendar. This date cannot
be altered.
Select the Add Weeks to Calendar button and a message will appear asking “Are there
any days that you would like to change in the schedule?”

Only select No if there are absolutely no days in any of the weeks you are adding
that will need a different model day code than what you have selected on the left.
Please keep in mind holidays and vacation days.
By selecting Yes, you will be allowed to change any individual model days within the
schedule, if your schedule varies from week to week, before adding the weeks to the
calendar. (ie. Holidays, no doctor days, etc.) Select the Yes button and a list of all the
dates being added to the schedule calendar will appear. Scroll up or down the list to
locate the date you want to change. Click on the day and select from the drop down list
the model day code to be used for that specific date. The NDD template should be used
for days that the staff is in the office, but the Dr. is not. The NSD template should be

used for holidays or other days that no one is in the office. You then select the Create
Schedule button to add the weeks to the calendar.

Do not exit the screen until the program has finished adding weeks to the calendar. A
box will appear in the upper right of the screen stating, Finished. Select the Exit button
to return to the Main Menu.

Insurance
Adding Insurance Company:
Before setting up the insurance claim make sure this patient’s insurance company
name and address is set up in the system. You can add a new carrier by selecting
Insurance from the Top Menu Bar and click on Add/Change Provider.
Enter in all pertinent information. You do not have to fill in all the fields. However, you
must assign a 4-digit code to each insurance carrier. We recommend you assign
numeric digits (i.e. #001, 002, 003 and so on), this will allow the user to click on the
arrow to the right of the insurance code box which will display the drop down menu
and show the last insurance code that was used.

If there is no EMPLOYER or PLAN NAME associated with this insurance company you
may choose to place the address of the insurance company in the EMPLOYER box and
the city, state and zip code in the PLAN NAME box. This will be helpful later when
selecting the correct insurance carrier from the pull down list.
Notice the Reports button. This can be used to print a list of all insurance companies,
as well as a list of patients for a selected insurance company.

Setting up Insurance Claim forms:
The most efficient way to record insurance activity is to create a separate reference
account for the insurance portion of the contract (see section 2, “Enter a new
reference account”). This reference account should be selected to set up the insurance
claim. Make sure that the Insurance company name has been entered prior to creating
a new claim. (See previous page “Adding Insurance Company”)
To set up insurance claim for a patient select the Insurance button from the main
menu. Select the patient account from the “Locate a patient” screen. This will take you
to the Insurance claim section of the program.
Setting up an Actual Statement of Services or PreAuthorization Claim:
1)
Click on the ADD button.
2)
Select the Insurance Company name from the drop down list.
3)
Select the Status ACT (Actual Statement of Services) from the drop down list, or
select the status PRE (Preauthorization).
4)
Complete all the information as if manually filling out an insurance form.
Indicate the relationship of the patient to the insured from the drop list and fill
in all information regarding employee, employer, policy and group number.
5)
Click on the next tab OTHER FAMILY and fill in information if there is
secondary insurance (dual coverage).
6)
Click on OTHER tab and check the box that TX is for Orthodontics, Signature is
on file, and if you accept Assignment of Benefits click that box also.
7)
Click on TREATMENTS tab and fill out as a narrative just as on paper
describing the condition and treatment plan. Should your office complete select
codes on patients, then select codes #2 thru #11 will automatically display
here. Fill out all information on this tab except for the first form date and the
last form date (the system will fill in these dates for you).
8)
If you have to itemize charges for your records (pan, ceph, photos, etc.), click
on CHARGES tab, and click on ADD BLANK button. Fill out place of service,
ADA #, description, amount, and date. This is NOT the area for the full
treatment fee to be submitted.
9)
Click on the CONTRACT tab and enter date, ADA code #, and Amount, Initial
fee, and installment billing amount. Indicate the number of months of TX and
click on the SAVE button. Your claim is now ready to be printed.
Note: On an actual service or preauthorization form DO NOT fill out the continuation
box on the lower right hand side of the screen..
10)

Click on the PRINT button and select the insurance form to print. You may
select the DINSFR14 - Standard ADA (Dental) Form or any of our other
standard forms by doubling clicking with your left mouse.

11)

In the next window select the number of copies you wish to print. Select post
this to the patient file which will put a note on the financial history that an
insurance claim was filed and will add a record in the outstanding claims file for
follow up. Click on the OK button to print.

Setting up a Continuation of Treatment Claim:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

10)

Click on the INSURANCE button on the Main Menu.
Locate the patient from the Locate patient screen.
Click on the ADD button.
Make sure the correct INSURANCE COMPANY is still showing in the company
name box.
Select the Status CON (Continuation of Treatment) from the drop down list.
Skip to the CONTRACT tab. Only fill out the fields that are shown below.
Enter the code D8670 in to the Code field.
Use the pull down menu below the Initial Fee to indicate Monthly or Quarterly
billing.
In the amount box next to the billing cycle, enter the monthly amount that you
are asking the insurance company for. If you are setting up continuation claims
to bill Quarterly, you would still fill in the Monthly amount NOT the
Quarterly amount in this box.
Indicate date when you would like the 1st Continuation of TX Claim to bill. This
would be 3 months from now if this is a Quarterly claim) if you were billing
Monthly this date would be next month. Enter the number of monthly or
quarterly claims to print in the Total # of claims to print box. See example
below:

This is the
MONTHLY
amount

The date you
want the First
Continuation
form to print

In the above example – This is a Quarterly insurance claim $540.00 a quarter /
$180.00 per month for 18 months of treatment. The patient’s first month of treatment
was December; you would indicate 1st Claim to print as 03/01/2011 (March). The
number (#) of claims to print would be 7 as indicated. After each month end the
system will check to see if the claim has been printed and reduce the number of claims
remaining to print.

Printing Insurance Continuation Claims
Once a month you should print all the Continuation of Treatment Insurance forms that
have been set up. To do this click on Insurance from the Top Menu Bar. Select Print
Continuation or TX Forms
.
1) Enter the # of copies you wish to print.
2) Put a checkmark in all five boxes. (Suppress if previously printed, Post claim to
patients file, Monthly continuation of Tx, and Enter treatment dates manually.)
Selecting the Post Claim to Patient’s file will place a NOTE transaction in the
financial history that an insurance form was billed and enter a record into the
Outstanding Claims file for follow up. Store PDF copy to history (do not check
this box if using electronic claims).
3) In the “First Date to Bill For” field you will enter a date two months previous to
the current date. For example if today is March 3, 2011 I would enter the date
as 01/01/2011. Entering a date 2 months prior to the current month will allow
ALL Monthly AND Quarterly Claims to be printed. Using the current example. All
monthly continuation claims for March, as well as all quarterly claims for
January, February, and March would be printed.

Change the date
to two months
PREVIOUS of the
current month

To Close a Claim:
When an “IP” or “IPC” insurance payment transaction code is posted to a patient’s
account the program will look for any open insurance claims to clear.

You will be presented with a Close Claim window. Select the claim to close by double
clicking on it. This will place the payment information in the Date paid and Amt paid
boxes. You will need to type in a “C” in the Status box to close this claim and click on
the SAVE button.
Should this be just a partial payment and you do not have to close the claim. Indicate
only the Date paid and the Amt paid and click on the SAVE button. You will be able to
send an explanation of benefits letter with all of the above information from Claims
and Reports under INSURANCE from the Menu Bar.

To Follow up on Outstanding Claims:
From the Top Menu Bar under INSURANCE select Claims and Reports. You will
be presented with the below window:

To close a claim if no benefit will be paid select the patient claim by scrolling down the
list, or you can click on the Patient button to select the patient. Once the patient is
located select the patient by left mouse clicking once and the information on this claim
will appear in the above boxes. To close the claim place a “C” in the status box and
click on the SAVE button. Should you wish to send an Explanation of Benefits letter or
a Tracer letter on a claim, select the proper claim and click on Tracer or Explain. You
may enter any special comments on this form and select the PRINT button. You will be
presented with a message that asks, “Was the Tracer/Explanation letter sent”? If you
answer YES the claim will be marked “T” for Tracer sent or “E” for Explanation letter
sent and the date it was sent.
To print a list of all the Outstanding claims for follow up click on Outstanding and the
please confirm box will appear to print this report.
Should you wish to print the Delinquent List of all patient accounts that are flagged
INS, select Delinquent and you need to indicate which aging group you wish to print.
Helpful Notes on Insurance:
An INS flag will appear on any account for the following reasons:
1)
An insurance form was completed on that account.
2)
A contract was put on that account using the transaction code “NCI” (New
contract insurance).
You can remove an INS flag by posting a transaction code “RIN” (Remove insurance
flag) on the patient account.

To Set Up a New Script in ITRAC:
Creating a Question:
Go To SETUPS from the top menu bar and click on ITRAC. Click on NEW button and
enter a new script name. Hit your Enter key to save and exit. To add questions to your
new script, double click on the script name. Under questions click on the NEW button.
Type in the question and select the TYPE and FORMAT.

Type is either Free form, Single or Multi. Free form allows for multiple answers and they
can type in a free form answer custom for this patient. This is your most powerful and
most common type. Single allows for one answer only. Multi allows for more than one
answer.
Format is either bullet, rich or plain. If you want these answers to print with a bullet in
front you must select bullet. If you do not want a bullet to print out before the answer in a
letter, pick Rich. You must click on the save button to save and exit.
You will also see boxes for Treatment Plan, Insurance and Tooth Chart. Click the box for
Treatment Plan if this question is a part of the treatment plan. Clicking the Insurance
button will transfer these answers to an insurance claim created for this patient. Click
Tooth Chart if you would like the teeth automatically populated in the answer column.
Creating an answer:
If you wish to add an answer to this question, make sure the question is highlighted and
click on the NEW button above the answers. The following ITRAC Answers box will
appear.

To enter a description for this answer in the Patient or Doctor fill in, You must double
click to open up the box that you can type in. (You cannot type directly in the boxes
labeled Patient fill in or Doctor fill in.) You can even add a merge field like patient’s first
name to your answer.

You must click on the UPDATE button to save and exit. You must also click on the
SAVE button to save and exit the ITRAC answer screen. If you wish to copy the answers
for an existing question, highlight the question you would like to Copy To. Then hit the
COPY button and select the Question you would like to Copy From. This will bring up a
list of answers. Hit the ESC key to continue.
The PRINT button will print out a detailed list or bookmark information. The detailed list
will include all questions and answers for this script. The bookmark information includes
the script number and question numbers needed for inserting a bookmark into a letter.
Click on the DONE button to save and exit the Script maintenance screen.

To Edit an Existing Script in ITRAC:
To edit this script go to main menu and click on SETUPS from top menu bar and click on
ITRAC.
Double click on the script name to bring up the existing questions and answers for this
script. Double click on the question to bring up an edit box to rename the question and
select TYPE and FORMAT.
Type is either Free form, single or multi. Free form allows for multiple answers and you
can type in a free form answer custom for this patient. Single allows for one answer only.
Multi allows for more than one answer.
Format is either bullet, rich or plain. If you want these answers to print with a bullet in
front you must select bullet. If you do not want a bullet to print out before the answer in a
letter, pick Rich. You must click on the save button to save and exit.
You will also see boxes for Treatment Plan, Insurance and Tooth Chart. Click the box for
Treatment Plan if this question is a part of the treatment plan. Clicking the Insurance
button will transfer these answers to an insurance claim created for this patient. Click
Tooth Chart if you would like the teeth automatically populated in the answer column.
To edit an answer for this question, make sure the question is highlighted and double
click on one of the answers. You can change the description of this answer and change
the Patient fill in and the Doctor fill in. You cannot type in the boxes labeled Patient fill
in or Doctor fill in, you must double click to open up the box that you can type in. You
can even add a merge field like patient’s first name to your answer. You must click on
the UPDATE button to save and exit. You must also click on the SAVE button to save
and exit the ITRAC answer screen.
If you wish to add a new answer to this same question, make sure the question is
highlighted and click on the NEW button above the answers. If you wish to DELETE an
answer just make sure the answer is highlighted and click on the Delete button. The
program will not allow you to delete a question or answer that has been used on a patient.
If you wish to copy the answers for an existing question, highlight the question you
would like to Copy To. Then hit the COPY button and select the Question you would like
to Copy From. This will bring up a list of answers. Hit the ESC key to continue.
To add a new question click on the NEW button in the Questions section. If you wish to
DELETE a Question just make sure the Question is highlighted and click on the Delete
button. The REORDER button is used to reorder your questions.
The PRINT button will print out a detailed list or bookmark information. The detailed list
will include all questions and answers for this script. The bookmark information includes
the script number and question numbers needed for inserting a bookmark into a letter.
Click on the DONE button to save and exit the Script maintenance screen.

Setting up ITRAC on a Patient:
1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

Go to Patient Information and pick your patient. Click on Treatment Tab and
once on the treatment chart do a right mouse click on top of the tabs to access
the hidden drop down menu or click on the ITRAC button
.
Click on ITRAC and select an ITRAC script. Click OK and proceed by
clicking on each question. You may now select from the answers to this
question. It will only allow one answer if this question has been set up as
Type=Single. It will only allow you to add text if the Type=Freeform in the
initial Script setup screens.
To Save and exit click on the “X” in the corner of the window. It will ask you
to save changes, answer “YES”.
You can access the hidden drop down menu by right mouse clicking in the
gray area below the blue bar with the patient’s name.

You may edit the questions and answers for this script under EDIT script.
CHANGE script allows you to switch to another script while still on this
patient. PRINT script will allow you to print out this script in many different
formats. PRINT BOOKMARK information includes the script number and
question numbers needed for inserting a bookmark into a new document.
PRESENTATION is if you have attached a presentation or external
Orthomation clip to any of your answers this will run the presentation.
RECORD PRESENTATION will take you into power point to edit or view
your presentation and once you exit it will ask you to burn this presentation to
a CD. SAVE PRESENATION TO CHART will copy this presentation to the
TX Chart.
IMAGING will take you into viewing their images one at a time or thumbnail
size. It will also take you into the Layout designer and the Presentation
designer screen.

To Set Up a New Letter Document for an ITRAC Script:
1.
Print out the bookmark information for this script. To do this go to SETUPS on
the top menu bar. Go to ITRAC. Select the script. Click on the PRINT button.
Choose BOOKMARK REPORT.
2.
Go into letters and ADD a new or EDIT an existing letter (make sure to check the
box for Treatment letter, if this is a letter to be saved to the Treatment chart).
3.
Edit Word Document and make sure to turn on the bookmark option.
Go to TOOLS – OPTIONS – and check BOOKMARKS
4.
Write the letter and when you are ready to insert a bookmark – Go to INSERT
then BOOKMARKS. Type in the bookmark and press ADD. Bookmarks must be
typed in using the following format:
Example - DCS1Q42T0

5.
6.
7.
8.

If you wish to suppress the blanks you must insert before all bookmarks, SELECT
CODE 160.
Remember to hit the enter key to insert a carriage return after the doctors name at
the bottom of the page.
After the document is completed click on the top X to exit and save
If you wish to print this document when in print preview through a patient you
MUST choose the IMS PDF Printer or the record will not be saved. Choosing this
printer will send a copy to the treatment chart and also to the default printer.

IMS REPORTS
Daily reports- these are the reports that should be printed daily
End of day reports -

Daily total summary
Daily transaction report
Deposit slip

Print failed appointment list – for follow up phone call or send failed appointment
postcards/letters

Monthly reports- these are the reports that should be printed monthly
DTOTALS – Monthly summary of Daily Totals –(patient reports) PRINT BEFORE
CLOSING END OF MONTH-compare total payments with DSUMMARY report.
DSUMMARY – Monthly accounts receivable totals –(end of month reports) PRINT
BEFORE CLOSING END OF MONTH-compare total payments with DTOTALS
report.
DELQLIST – Prints delinquent accounts listing for collections follow up – (statements
& delinquencies)
DCRED – prints credit balance listing for follow up – (end of month reports)
DREFER – prints referral sources for a range of months – (patient reports)
QUESBAL – prints a questionable patient balance listing for account review – (patient
reports)
STATUS – prints a numeric breakdown of patient status codes– (patient reports)
Print separate listing for each status code if necessary for review and follow up print a DLISTIT report by STATUS code
DLISTIT – print recall listing to send recall reminder postcards or letters to upcoming
recall patients. Print birthday listing to send birthday postcards or letters. (Patient reports)
SACTNOAP – List of active patients with NO appointment for follow up –send
postcards or letters (scheduling reports)
OUTSTANDING OPEN INSURANCE CLAIMS REPORT – print a listing of all the
open outstanding insurance claims for follow up and review – (from the menu bar select
insurance then go into claims and reports and select outstanding)

IMS Patient Status Codes

Code

Description

ACT

Active Full TX - patients in full active TX

ACT1

Phase 1 – Patients in Phase 1 TX

ACT2

Phase 2 – Patients in Phase 2 TX

ACTT

Active TMJ - patients in TMJ TX

ACTL

Active Limited TX – patients in Limited TX

ACTS

Active Surgery – patients involved with surgery

ACTV

Active Invisalign – patient’s in Invisalign TX

ACTI

Active Insurance – patient’s INS portion of total contract

EXR

Exam Records Scheduled - patients that scheduled records appt

EXS

Exam Start TX - patients that commit and start TX from exam appt

COS

Consult Start TX – patients that commit and start TX from consult appt

I

Inactive – patients with “I” status move into the archive file

D

Delete – patients with “D” status are deleted from the system

NP

New Patient -Patients that have called for NP Exam and have not yet come in

OBS

OBS Recall - Patients too young or just not ready to start put in Observation recall

RET

Retention – Patients currently wearing retainers in retention phase

RET1

Retention Ph 1 – Patients waiting to start Phase II TX

WCB

Will Call Back – Patients not committed to TX (thinking about it)

Exam codes (pick one exam code for each NP exam)
For each new patient exam or consultation you must charge one of these transaction codes on
each patient. You can use the Check Out screen in the charge code box or you can go to Daily
Accounting and charge one of these codes to the patients account.

Transaction codes
Code

Description

EXN

Exam No Treatment Needed – No TX indicated / refused

EXR

Exam Records Scheduled - patients that scheduled records appt

EXS

Exam Start TX - patients that commit and start TX from exam appt

EXO

Exam Observation recall – patients that are not ready to start put on recall-OBS

EXW

Exam Will Call Back – Patients not committed to TX (thinking about it – Pending)

Consultation Codes (pick one consult code for each consult appt)
Code

Description

CON

Consult No Treatment Needed – No TX indicated / refused

COS

Consult Start TX – patients that commit and schedule to start

COO

Consult Observation recall – patients that are not ready to start put on recall-OBS

COW

Consult Will Call Back –Patients not committed to TX (thinking about it –Pending)

Remember this must be done on each NP Exam appointment or Consultation appointment in order for the
system to properly provide you with your NP Exam and Consultation counts for each month.

EXPLANATION OF THE PRACTICE SUMMARY
RECEIVABLES
RECEIVABLES
BALANCE DUE
0-30, 30-60, ETC.
INS PORTION OF
BALANCE DUE

Breakdown of money owed to your practice
=
Total Current Due (has been billed)
=
Breakdown of Total Current Due by aging
=

Amount of Balance due owed by accounts
flagged “INS”
CREDIT BALANCES
=
Amount “Paid Ahead” by patients
CONTRACT BALANCES
=
Total amount yet to be billed in future
TOTAL ACCTS REC.
=
Total accounts receivable, the amount
which is still owed to your practice
(Balances due plus (+) Contract Balances minus (-) Credit Balances = TOTAL A/R)

The rest of the report is a Summary of activity during the month.
CHARGES THIS MONTH
MISCELLANEOUS CHARGES
NEW CONTRACTS ADDED
TOTAL NEW A/R ADDED
AMOUNT CYCLED FROM
CONTRACTS

=
=
=

Total amount of one time misc. charges
Total amount of NC’s contracts
Addition of the above two amounts

=

DOWN PAYMENT CHARGES

=

Total amount of installment billings (Note: This
Amount was already added to A/R as part of New
Contracts in a previous month, therefore it is NOT
New A/R
Total amount of Initial Charges (Note: This
Amount is included in the amount of New
Contracts added therefore it is NOT new A/R)

PAYMENTS THIS MONTH
DOWN PAYMENTS

=

OTHER PAYMENTS

=

TOTAL PAYMENTS
RETURNED CHECKS

=
=

REFUND CHECKS

=

NET PAYMENTS

=

Total amount of all initial payments (PI –
payment for initial transaction code)
Total amount of all other payments (PAY
payment or IP insurance payment code)
Addition of the above two totals
Amount if the DBC – “Debit Bounced
Check” transaction code, this amount is
subtracted from the total payments to reflect
the true amount of income during the month.
Amount of the DRP – “Debit Refund to
Patient” transaction code, this amount has
been included in the adjustments this month
under debit adjustments on Current Balance
Due.
Total payments minus returned checks and
minus refund checks.

ADJUSTMENTS THIS MONTH
CREDITS ON CURRENT BALANCE

=

DEBITS ON CURRENT BALANCE

=

CREDITS TO CONTRACT BALANCE =

DEBITS TO CONTRACT BALANCE

=

NET ADJUSTMENTS TO TOTAL A/R =

Credit (-) adjustments affecting the current balance
only.
Debit (+) adjustments affecting the current balance
only
Credit (-) adjustments affecting the contract
balance only
Debit (+) adjustments affecting the contract
balance only
Total net adjustments

CONTROL #’S
CONTROL NUMBERS
EXAMINATIONS

=

CONSULTATIONS

=

# OF STARTS

=

# ACCTS PAID THIS MONTH

=

# ACCTS FINANCIALLY ACTIVE

=

# ACCTS IN ACTIVE TREATMENT

=

# ACCTS IN RETENTION

=

Number of “EX” or “FEX” transaction codes that
have been marked with “E” under summary
Number of “CO” or “FCO” transaction codes that
have been marked with “C” under summary
Number of “NC” transaction codes that have been
marked with an “S” under summary
Number of accounts, which had a payment, posted
to them this month
Number of accounts which have a balance or had
Financial accounting activity this month
Number of accounts, that have an “A” status (any
Status code that starts with the letter “A”)
Number of accounts which have a status of “RET”

